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NEW DELHI: J K Dutt, who was chief of NSG when it was deployed to combat the 26/11 terrorists, on
Thursday said that commandos fighting them had tried to talk them into a possible surrender, promising them
a fair trial in return.
Confirming that the Pakistani terrorists cornered by NSG commandos at the 26/11 targets were offered a
chance to surrender, Mr Dutt told a news channel that Black Cats handling the Taj and Trident hotels told the
terrorists that they would get a fair trial in the event of a surrender. "But the terrorists refused and instead
chose to reply with bullets," he was quoted as saying.
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"At one point we found that the terrorists were very badly cornered...my instructions were that the objective as
far as possible was to take the terrorists alive," Mr Dutt said adding that while dead terrorists were of no use,
much information could come out about their funding, set up, training, operators, etc., if they were caught
alive.
"So when we found that we had these people cornered, we did make them an offer: "Look why don't you
surrender. We said...you have no chance of escaping from here and you give yourself up and we will from our
side ensure that you are tried under the due process of law," revealed the former NSG chief.
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The terrorists replied with a string of abuses against the commandos in Punjabi while also shooting and
hurling grenades. It was only after this display of blatant unwillingness on the part of the jihadis to digress
from their terror mission that NSG finally shot them dead.
The offer of a surrender and fair trial to terrorists is alien procedure to NSG commandos, who are trained to
kill the enemy in any anti-terror crack operation.
The government had repeatedly claimed that it had not entered into any negotiations with the gunmen
holding hostages at Taj and Trident. Mr Dutt, however, clarified that the surrender offer was only part of an
objective laid by him to catch the terrorists alive, and not an attempt at "negotiations".
An attempt to contact the 26/11 gunmen in Nariman House was also reported earlier, though the government
maintains that it had dealt the terrorists only with gunfire.
ACP of the Mumbai Police, Isaq Bagwam, told news agencies that he had indeed been asked by his senior
officials to open a line of communication with the two terrorists at Nariman House even as the hostage crisis
was on. "I received orders from senior officials to talk to the terrorists," he was quoted as saying.
Mr Bagwan said he was given the number 9819464530 and told to talk to the terrorists there. "I tried the
number and for the first half-an-hour it was engaged. Later the phone rang but it was never picked up," he
said. He then tried the number for an hour-and-a-half without any luck. The calls were made on November
27.
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Representatives from the Chabad House in Washington had also tried to call terrorists holed up in Nariman
House to negotiate the release of the hostages. One of the terrorists picked up the phone and is said to have
demanded the release of Ajmal Amir Kasab, the lone terrorist nabbed by the Mumbai police, in lieu of the
hostages. This was revealed by New York-based professor P V Viswanath, an interpreter who made the five
calls to terrorists in Nariman House on behalf of Rabbi Levi Shemtov, the Chabad House representative in
Washington.
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The Chabad House representatives in the US contacted the Indian embassy there. Officials at the embassy
then contacted Delhi and Mumbai simultaneously to find a police officer at the location who could communicate
in English and Hindi.
"We think he was asking for the release of Kasab, who was caught alive by the police. After several attempts,
we managed to get in touch with one police official on location and get him on a conference call, but due to
technical reasons, we could not contact Imran," Mr Viswanath was quoted as saying.
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